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Abstract—Ensuring the secure transmission of sensitive
messages over unsecured networks has been a staggering
problem in the face of scientists and engineers in recent
times. This is exaggerated by developments in cryptanalysis,
steganalysis and computing powers at the disposal of
hackers. In this paper, a message security scheme that is
based on social engineering and technical security fusion is
proposed. The proposed scheme makes use of traditional
cryptographic algorithms and LSB steganography in
addition to ideas pooling from the ever advancing field of
social engineering. The provided discussion and numerical
analysis showcase the ability of the proposed scheme to
fend off cyber attacks.

Keywords–Social engineering, cryptography, steganogra-
phy, image encryption.

I. INTRODUCTION

The speed of development of 5G technology,
multimedia and social communication is at a constant
rise [1]–[4]. This translates into a monthly global data
traffic on the order of exabytes [5]. The implications
of such huge data traffic are two–fold. First, comes
the issue of security [6], and second all the related
transcoding and compression technologies needed [7].
In terms of securing the transmission of sensitive data,
2 large classes of technologies are in use. The first is
cryptography, which involves changing the sensitive data
into an unrecognizable form through the employment
of symmetric and asymmetric algorithms, as well as
hash functions to protect it [8]–[10]. Recent literature
also introduces the utilization of chaos theory [11],
DNA coding [12], cellular automata [13] and many
other concepts derived from various fields, for the
purposes of multimedia encryption. The second class
of technologies is related to information concealment,
through steganography or watermarking [14]. This class
aims at hiding the sensitive data inside a cover object.
This could range from a 2D image [15], [16], a 3D object
[17], [18], an audio file [19], a video file [20], or an
information matrix [21].

However, not all security threats are of a technical
nature. The field of psychology reveals that social
engineering (SE) could be just as effective a tool
to capsize any of the aforementioned approaches to
multimedia security. More specifically, SE is a collection
of techniques employed to manipulate victims into

Fig. 1: Features of SE 2.0 (adapted from [26]).

releasing sensitive information or taking actions that
would compromise data security [22]. In effect, SE works
through the exploitation of human weaknesses. This is
carried out with various techniques such as phishing,
scareware and pretexting [23]. In response, scientists and
engineers are developing web applications, software, and
advanced filters to mitigate such attacks even before they
reach a potential victim’s email inbox. Furthermore, for
those instances where a malicious email passes through
the firewalls, the only standing defensive tool is awareness
training [24]. The importance of awareness training is
also apparent when realizing that social engineering need
not only happen through email messages, but also via
phone calls, where firewalls and their like are not even
an option [25].

Recent years have witnessed the evolution of SE into
Social Engineering 2.0 (SE 2.0), where the aforementioned
attacks are utilized in correspondence with naive users’
behavior on online social media platforms. This includes
the employment of malware ecosystems 2.0, Modern
Open Source Intelligence (OSINT), as well as the abuse
of psychology, cognitive science models and personality
profiling systems [26]. As a matter of fact, recent literature
is laden with articles proposing frameworks on SE 2.0
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[27], attack models [28] and countermeasures that can
be adopted [29]. Fig. 1 illustrates the various features of
SE 2.0 with the base of the pyramid starting with attacks
that target remote victims, while its top depicts reliance
on big data and the utilization of totally automated attacks.

The contributions of this paper are as follows. We
propose a secure message transmission scheme over un-
secured communication channels, i.e. the Internet. The
proposed scheme is based on 2 axes: a technical axis and
a non-technical one. The technical axis makes use of a
symmetric cipher, AES-256, a hashing protocol, SHA-3
and least significant bit (LSB) steganography in a 2D cover
image. The non-technical axis capitalizes on utilizing ideas
pooling from the features of SE 2.0, by attempting to
”hack the hacker”. This combination of security ideas is
novel and promises to fend off cyber attacks on sensi-
tive data. This paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the proposed sensitive data security scheme in
detail. Section III provides a discussion on the security
features of the proposed scheme. Section IV presents
the results of the numerical analysis and performance
evaluation. Finally, Section V draws the conclusions of
the paper and suggests some future research directions.

II. THE PROPOSED SOCIAL ENGINEERING AND
TECHNICAL SECURITY FUSION SCHEME

At the transmitter side, the proposed security scheme is
implemented in the following steps:

1) The sensitive message is hashed, employing SHA3-
512.

2) The hashed data is encrypted with a private key,
PRa, employing RSA.

3) The hashed and RSA-encrypted data is concatenated
with the binary equivalent sensitive plaintext data.

4) The concatenated data is encrypted with a symmetric
key, k, employing AES-256.

5) The resulting bitstream is LSB-embedded in a cover
image, resulting in the stego image. An example is
shown in Fig. 2.

6) The stego image is encrypted with a rather easy-to-
decrypt algorithm, for example, the data encryption
standard, (DES). This is shown in Fig. 3.

7) The DES-encrypted image is transmitted over the
insecure channel.

Fig. 4 displays a flow chart depicting the transmitting
side of the proposed social engineering and technical
security fusion scheme.

At the recevier side, the proposed security scheme is
implemented in the following steps:

1) The DES-encrypted image is decrypted. This results
in an image that matches the one shown in Fig. 2
exactly.

2) The LSB-embedded data is extracted from the stego
image.

3) The extracted bitstream is converted back into
hexadecimal and AES-256-decrypted employing its
symmetric key, k.

4) The data is broken down into 2 strings. The first
string is hashed, through usage of SHA3-512, while

Fig. 2: Cover image used to deceive potential hackers.

Fig. 3: Encrypted cover image using DES.

the second string is RSA-decrypted, utilizing its
public key, PUa.

5) The outputs of the previous step are compared
together.

Fig. 5 displays a flow chart depicting the transmitting
side of the proposed social engineering and technical
security fusion scheme.

III. DISCUSSION OF ACHIEVED SECURITY FEATURES

The following subsections discuss the proposed
scheme’s ability at fending off cyber attacks, both tech-
nically (covering the CIA triad) and socially (by utilizing
ideas based on SE 2.0).



Fig. 4: Flow chart of the proposed social engineering and
technical security fusion scheme, at the transmitter side.

A. Social Engineering 2.0 Application on Attackers

If an attacker sniffs the network and is able to find the
DES-encrypted image, s/he will suppose that the image
has sensitive information since it is encrypted. By attempt-
ing to decrypt it, s/he will not have a very hard time,
since DES is no longer regarded as a very safe encryption
algorithm [30]. Upon successfully decrypting the image,
the attacker will believe that the image shown in Fig. 2 is
itself the actual sensitive message being transmitted over
the network. Experiencing emotions of happiness, based
on the belief that s/he has successfully gained access to the

Fig. 5: Flow chart of the proposed social engineering and
technical security fusion scheme, at the receiver side.

sensitive information, the attacker will no longer attempt
to carry out any further attacks on the image [31]. Thus,
the use of this vulnerable security layer of DES image
encryption features the utilization of SE 2.0.

B. Confidentiality

Confidentiality is achieved by ensuring that only the
legitimate communicating parties have access to the sen-
sitive information. The proposed scheme achieves this
through the employment of AES-256 on the contents
of the concatenated data and its hashed and encrypted
version.

C. User Authentication

User authentication is achieved by the employment of
the hashing function SHA3-512 of the message data and
encrypting it with the sender’s private key. We make use of
RSA here to verify user identity via digital signatures [32].
We provide a more elaborate discussion on the combined
use of SHA3-512 and RSA to realize user authentication
in [33].



D. Integrity

Message integrity (also known as message authentica-
tion) is realized in the proposed scheme by means of
the hashing function SHA3-512. Employing SHA3-512
ensures that the proposed scheme satisfies both of the one-
way property and the collision-free property [33].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

This section outlines the numerical results of the
proposed sensitive data transmission scheme. Performance
is evaluated in terms of visual and statistical checks and
metrics. The proposed scheme is implemented using
the computer algebra system Wolfram Mathematica®

on a computer running macOS Catalina v10.15.7, with
a 2.9 GHz 6-Core Intel® CoreTM i9 processor and 32
GB of 2400 MHz DDR4 of memory. Four gray scale
images that are commonly used in image processing are
utilized in this section. These are Boat, CarAndAPC,
Tank and Tank2 (see Fig. 6), as well as the image shown
in Fig. 2. All images utilized for testing purposes were
of dimensions 256× 256.

Table I displays the computed values of a number of
well-known evaluation metrics for image processing. A
sensitive data string of length 68 characters (544 bits)
is utilized. The mean squared errors (MSE) between the
cover and stego images are of a small value (∼ 0.33),
which directly translates into high values of peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of over 62 dB. With the
exception of the Area 51 Coordinates image, entropy
values computed for the stego and cover images are
identical. For example, HC = HS = 5.54518 for the
Boat image. Moreover, computed SSIM, NCC and image
fidelity (IF) values are all very close to 1, indicating a
high level of data security provided by the employed
steganography layer.

Fig. 7 displays the computation time in seconds for
encryption and embedding, extraction and decryption, and
finally the total execution time, at various lengths of
sensitive data in number of characters, lm. It is clear that
increases in data lengths are proportional with increases
in time, however, the relation is not directly proportional.
Furthermore, it is noticeable that even for the largest data
size (lm = 5000 characters), the total execution time is
less than 2.5s, rendering the proposed scheme appropriate
for real-time applications on mobile and wireless devices.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper has presented a scheme for secure data
transmission that is based on 2 axes, a technical one and a
social engineering one. The technical axis made use of a
number of technologies, including AES-256, DES, RSA,
SHA-512 and LSB steganography. On the other hand,
the social engineering axis attempted to make use of a
hacker’s feelings of success and happiness after correctly
decrypting a DES-encrypted image, to fend off any further
cryptanalysis efforts on his/her part. A discussion was
provided explaining the features provided by the proposed

Fig. 6: Test images utilized. Clockwise from top-left: Boat,
CarAndAPC, Tank2 and Tank.

Fig. 7: Execution time at various lengths of sensitive data.

scheme and how they satisfy the CIA triad. Numerical per-
formance evaluation has shown that the proposed scheme
presents a combination of cryptography and steganography
that is robust against cryptanalysis and steganalysis. Future
research efforts could be directed towards the adoption of
other useful ideas pooling from SE 2.0.
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